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1. Introduction. Let Cn+l be the (n+l)-dimensional complex
space, z- (Zo, z’)-- (Zo, z, ., Zn) denotes its point and -- (0, ’) ($0,
$, ., ) denotes its dual variable. We shall make use of the notation
3- (3zo, 3,)- (3zo, 3,, ", 3z), 3,,- 3/z,. For a linear partial differen-
tial operator a(z, ), a(z, ) denotes its total symbol. Now let us con-
sider Cauchy problem in a neighbourhood 2 of z-0,

L(z, 3,)u(z) ((3,0)-A(z, 3,))u(z) f(z),(C.P)
I(o)tU(O,z’)=(z’), O<i<k-,

where

(1.1) A(z, 3)= Ai(z, 3z,)(30)
i=O

and A(z, 3) is an operator of order m and its coefficients and f(z) are
holomorphic in 9 and (z’) (0ik-1) are holomorphic in

{z0=0}. We can easily find out a solution of formal power series
(z) o (C.P) of the orm
(1.2) (z)= n(Z’)(ZO)n/ !.

=0

it(z’) (n_ k) are successively and uniquely determined from (C.P). It
follows from well-known Cauchy-Kovalevskaja theorem that whenever
m_ k, (z) converges and is a unique holomorphic solution of (C.P).

The purpose of this paper is to give an anlytical interpretation of
(z), that is, existence of a solution u(z)of the equation L(z, 3z)U(Z)
=f(z) with the asymptotic expansion (z) in a sector S, when mk.
So we assume m k in the following.

2. Characteristic indices. In 2 we introduce a new notation,
characteristic indices. Let us write A(z, 3z) in the form different from
(1.1),

)(2.1) A(z, 3z)= ai,(z, 3,)(3z0)-
where a,(z, ’) is a homogeneous polynomial of
a,(z, ’)--0 or all l, we put s-d-co. We expand a,(z, ’) at zo-O
with respect to z0,

(2.2) a,(z, ’)- a,,(z’, ’)(z0).
j=O

Put
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-min {(l+]);a,,j(z’, ’)0} (ik)"(2.3)
d=l.

If st + o, we put d +.
Let us define quantities a (OGiG1). Consider the set P-{P.

=(], d) k_]_m} in R. Let/ be the convex envelope of the set P.
The lower convex part of the boundary of/ consists segments , (1
<i<l) (see Fig. 2.1).

(], d) o

k m

Fig. 2.1

We denote d the set of extremal points (vertexes) of ,, (1GiG 1). Put
d {(],, d,) i= 0, 1, ..., 1}, where m=]0]""] k.

Definition 2.1. The i-th characteristic index a, is defined by

fao= + oo,(2.4)
a, (d,_,- d,) / (j,_-j,) for i 1, 2, ..., 1.

From the definition + c --aoalaz. a1.
Remark 2.2. al is a generalization of the irregularity of charac-

teristic elements in Komatsu [1]. Characteristic indices can be defined
for more general operators.

3. Theorems. In order to state theorems, we consider func-
tions of several complex variables with an asymptotic expansion with
respect to one of them. Put S=S(a, b) {z0 e C aarg z0 b},
U= {z e C+ IZol<ro, lZ]<r (1GiGn)}, U’= {z’ e C lzl<r} and U

({Iz0i<r0} n s) u’.
Definition 3.1. Let f(z) be holomorphi:c in U. A formal power

series

(3.1) , an(z’)(Zo)/n !,
?---0

where a(z’) (n-0, 1,...) are holomorphic in U’, is said to represent
f(z) asymptotically in U, if or any N
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(3.2) Zo I- f(z)-- (n(Z’)(Zo)n/n
tends to zero uniformly on any compact set in U’ as z0 tends to zero
in S.

The asymptotic relationship of the definition is usually written in
the 2orm

(3.3) f(z) , a(z’)(Zo)/n! as z0-0 in U.
By ((U-{z0=0}) we denote the set of holomorphic unctions on

the universal covering spce o U--{z0=0} and by ((U(121A)) the
set of holomorphic functions of (n+ 2)-variables (z, 2) on the covering
space of U(I]A). By C(d,t)(dO) simply C(t)we denote a path
in 2-space, which starts at c exp (i(- + t)), goes to d exp (i(- +))
straightly, goes around the origin once on 121=d and ends 3t
c exp (i(+ )) (see Fig. 3.1).

Fig. 3.1

Theorem 3.2. Let S=S(a, b) be a sector with (b-a)z/(az-1)
and (z+b-a)/2O(z)/2, =a,/(a-l). Then there are functions
Uo,(z), g,s(z) e ((U-{z0=0}) in a neighbourhood U of z=0, Uct9,
such that

[L(z, )Uo,s(z)-- f(z) + g,,s(z),
(3.4) Uo,(z)t(z) as Zo-O in Us,

[g,(z)O as Zo-O in U.
Here g,s(z) is represented in the form, if larg z0+0]u/2,

(3.5) g s(z)= 1 exp (2zo)G,s(z,)d2,

where Gl,s(z, 2) e (U (I2IA)) and satisfies
(3.6) sup IG,s(z, )I_A exp (c’

and if arg 2+ (a+ b) /21t,
(3.7) sup ]G,s(z,

zU

A, A, c’ and c are positive constants.
Remark 3.3. It follows from well-known Borel-Ritt theorem for

asymptotic series that there exist Uo,s(z) and g,s(z) satisfying (3.4),
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but we do not use it. It is important in Theorem 3.2 that g,s(z) is re-
presented in the form (3.5) by G,s(z, ) with estimates (3.6) and (3.7).

Now let us cancel g,s(z). To do so we put a sufficient condition
on L(z, z)

Condition 1. For (i, di) e (i k), di=s and
(3.8) // a,.,(O, ’)0.

(i,st) A

Theorem 3.4. Suppose that L(z, 3z) satisfies Condition 1. Let
S--S(a, b) be a sector with (b-a)/(a-l). Then there is a function
us(z) e O(U-{zo-O}) in a neighbourhood U of z-O such that

L(z, 3z)us(z)= f(z),(3.9)
[us(z)(z) as Zo-O in Us.

Let us give an application of Theorem 3.4. Let us regard the
operator L(z, ) as an operator L(x, ) with analytic coefficients on
domain tg= t9 {Im z=0} in R/ by the restriction. We denote x by
he point in R/. We consider Cauchy problem in

L(x, O)u(x) {(o)*- A(x, O)}u(x) f(x),(C.P)
[(x0)u(0, x’)=u(x’), 0<i<k--1.

In general, (C.P) is not solvable. But we have
Theorem 3.5. Suppose that L(x, ) satisfies Condition 1 and f(x)

and u(x’) (0<i<k--1) are analytic in x and x’ respectively in a neigh-
bourhood of the origin. Then (C.P) has a solution u(x) in a neigh-
bourhood V of x=0, which is C in V and analytic in V-{x0=0}.
Moreover we have
(3.10) (30)0(3x,)’u(x)]_AC( !)’(’ !) for x e V,
where rl =at/(at--1), a denotes multi-indices and A and C are constants.

In order to construct the functions Uo,s(z) and us(z), we make full
use of functions in the form

(3.11) 1 ; exp (2zo)V(z, 2)d2
2i

and investigate equations with a parameter 2. This method o con-
struction o2 unctions is slight similar to that used in Ouchi [2], [3].
The details and proofs will be published elsewhere.
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